
5 Things I’ve Observed & Questioned On The True “Free” Market

Observation/Question 1:

"In today's society, you are only as free, as your purchasing power." - Roxanne Meadows
In a true or enlightened capitalist free market (acknowledged, we're not in one now) it still creates wage 
slaves, because if you don't work for money, you starve in that system too.

Why must humans PAY to survive on this planet?

Observation/Question 2:

The Free Market directly lead to crony capitalism & government based monopolies, through this monetary 
system.

"What happens when the "Invisible Hand", gives you the finger?" - George Carlin

Observation/Question 3:

Even in the Free Market someone has to create capital/money.

Who could we trust to create it?

Observation/Question 4:

We live on just one finite planet, with many finite resources. The True Free Market is based on infinite 
desires & infinite growth.

How can this be sustained?

Observation/Question 5:

Money buys ALL State violence, few would be psychopathic enough to commit violence for nothing, if 
their needs were provided for.

Take money out of the equation & who would commit state violence?

Resources & Quotes

Our Technical Reality, Doug Malette, Salad FactoryEarthships
http://earthship.com/Philadelphia-Earthship-Seminar-Discount-Ticket.html

Biological Answers
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XI5frPV58tY 

Paul Stamets: 6 ways mushrooms can save the world

"The Venus Project is neither Utopian nor Orwellian, nor does it reflect the dreams of impractical idealists. 
Instead, it presents attainable goals requiring only the intelligent application of what we already know. The 
only limitations are those which we impose upon ourselves. It is much better to bring nations of the world 
together, not to kill those who do not agree with you.” - Jacque Fresco

‘Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond 
imagination. It is our light more than our darkness which scares us. We ask ourselves – who are we to be 



brilliant, beautiful, talented, and fabulous. But honestly, who are you to not be so? While we allow our light 
to shine, we unconsciously give permission for others to do the same. When we liberate ourselves from 
our own fears, simply our presence may liberate others.’ - Marianne Williamson

"The Earth is the cradle of the mind, but one cannot eternally live in a cradle." – Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky

Psychopaths run our world, & we let them, by believing in money, which they print out of thin air, to fund 
our oppression, for our own good. - Me

“Mind Control is the Extermination of the imagination.” - Mark Passio

"The whole thing really comes down to our creativity." - Peter Joseph

"The new source of power is not money in the hands of a few, but information in the hands of many." – 
John Naisbitt

"I'm where i need to be. Beyond revolution trying to encourage human evolution." - Timothy Hardin

"As long as sleeping beauties are attracted to Men with 'resources', dreaming Men will wage wars to gain 
and maintain that attraction" - Martin Sieben

 "Saying that humans cannot live without government is like saying animals could not survive without 
farms" - Patrick Starr

"You are a den of vipers! I intend to rout you out, and by the eternal God, I will rout you out! If the people 
only understood the rank injustice of our money and banking system, there would be a revolution before 
morning." - President Andrew Jackson

"People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and diversion, but the conversation 
ends in a conspiracy against the public." - Adam Smith

Capital is ultimately a "social relation," hence a belief system and a collective agreement that can be 
changed or revoked. - Daniel Pinchbeck

Compassion is not weakness, and concern for the unfortunate is not socialism.” - Hubert Humphrey

"When I give food to the poor, they call me a saint. When I ask why the poor have no food, they call me a 
communist."
- Dom Helder Camara

"Let them eat muffins" - Jesus Costco, & the end of Poverty.

"Ohhh NOOO!!!! A Cult of Marxist Robots are coming to free the minds of our Labor Force!" - Capitalists
 
'Like slavery and apartheid, poverty is not natural. It is man-made and it can be overcome and eradicated 
by the actions of human beings. And overcoming poverty is not a gesture of charity. It is an act of justice.' 
- Nelson Mandela

"It is easier for a king to have a lie believed than a beggar to spread the truth." - Robert Strecker, M.D. 

“Money is like Lawn Darts, an old & dangerous game. It's time to put this idea on the shelf w/ other toys 
from our childhood” - Peter Joseph


